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SBI Clerk Prelims 2019 – Exam Pattern:
Name of Subject
Reasoning Ability
Numerical Ability
English Language
Total

Number of questions
35
35
30
100

Maximum Marks
35
35
30
100

Timing
20 Minutes
20 Minutes
20 Minutes
60 Minutes

M ≤ G = V; X ≤ J ≥ V < E

Reasoning Ability
Directions (1-3): In each of the following questions,

Conclusions:

relationship between different elements is shown in

I. J ≥ M

the statements followed by two conclusions. Find the

II. E > M

conclusion which is definitely false.

Directions (4-8): Study the following information

Give answer:

carefully to answer the given questions:

a) Only conclusion I is False

Eight people are sitting in two parallel rows facing each

b) Only conclusion II is false

other. Each row contains five seats and one of the seats

c) Either conclusion I or II is false

is vacant. No two vacant seats in the each row facing

d) Neither conclusion I nor II is false

each other. In Row-1, L, H, S, and Q are seated and

e) Both conclusions I and II are false

facing north, while In Row-2, X, W, D and P are seated

1) Statements:

and facing south. All the given information is not

D ≤ W < T; F < H ≥ W

necessary in the same order.

Conclusions:

Vacant seat is not at any of the extreme end. H sits

I. T > F

second to the right of vacant seat. H faces the one who

II. D ≤ H

sits immediate left of W. At least two persons sit to the

2) Statements:

right of vacant seat in both rows. More than two seats

Q > U =E; D < E; D ≥ S

between L and the one who faces X. D sits immediate

Conclusions:

left of X. More than one person sits between P and the

I. D ≥ Q

one who faces S.

II. Q < S

4) How many persons sit between Q and the one

3) Statements:
who faces P?
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a) One

c) L

b) Two

d) H

c) Three

e) None of these

d) Four

Directions (9-13): Study the following information

e) None of these

carefully to answer the given questions:

5) If X is related to Vacant seat, D is related to Q, in

Six persons H, T, G, B, F and W are sitting in a

the same way which of the following is related to H?

triangle. Three persons sits at corner and they are facing

a) P

away from the centre and three persons sits at middle

b) Vacant seat

side of the table and they are facing centre. Each one of

c) S

them likes different flower Lily, Rose, Lotus,

d) W

Camellias, Begonia and Daisy but not necessarily on

e) None of these

the same order.

6) Which of the following is true?

Only one person sits between T and the one who likes

a) Only one person sits to the left of vacant seat in row

Begonia. F sits immediate left of the one who likes

2

Begonia. F does not sit middle side of the table. The

b) As many person sits to the left of D sits to the right

one who likes Camellias sits third to the left of B. G sits

of H

immediate right of the one who likes Camellias. The

c) Three persons between X and W

one who likes Daisy sits second to the left of H. Only

d) Both option (a) and option (c)

one person sits between the one who likes Rose and the

e) None is true

one who likes Daisy. W does not like Rose. W does not

7) Which of the following persons sits third to the

like Camellias. B does not like Lotus.

left of H?

9) Which of the following person likes Lily?

a) Vacant seat

a) F

b) The one who sits opposite to D

b) W

c) The one who sits opposite to W

c) G

d) S

d) B

e) None of these

e) None of these

8) If S and L interchange their places, D and P

10) W likes which of the following flower?

interchange their places, then which of the following

a) Begonia

persons sits opposite to the one who sits immediate

b) Camellias

right of P?

c) Rose

a) Q

d) Daisy

b) S

e) None of these
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11) Which of the following person sits third to the

14) If Rahul walking 5m towards south from his

right of W?

office, then what is the distance between his current

a) F

position and his home?

b) The one who likes Rose

a) 20m

c) H

b) 10m

d) The one who likes Begonia

c) 16m

e) None of these

d)14m

12) If W is related to lotus, H is related to Begonia,

e) 8m

in the same way which of the following is related to

15) In which direction is Rahul‟s office with respect

Lily?

to his Home?

a) W

a) North west

b) B

b) South East

c) F

c) North East

d) T

d) North

e) None of these

e) Southwest

13) Which of the following is not true?

Directions (16-20): Study the following information

a) Only one person sits between W and the one who

carefully to answer the given questions:

likes Camellias

Nine persons P, D, R, Q, W, V, N, T and S attends the

b) The one who likes Daisy sits third to the right of G

seminar with three different months January, March

c) Only one person sits between B and G (when

and April in three different dates 4, 16 and 23rd of the

counted from right of B)

month but not necessarily in the same order. Consider

d) As many persons sit between H and W sits between

the person attends the seminar in same year.

B and T

Only one person attends the seminar between N and W.

e) All are true

N attends the seminar in a month which has less than
31 days but not on odd numbered date. As many

Directions (14-15): Study the following information

persons attend the seminar after W is same as many

carefully to answer the given questions:

persons attend the seminar before R. Two persons

Rahul starts walking from his house and after covering

attend the seminar between R and T. T does not attend

10m towards South turns right and walk 10m and

the seminar before R. As many persons attend the

reaches a Garden. Then he again took right and walk

seminar before P is same as many persons attend the

15m before turning left. Then he walks 4m to reach his

seminar after S. Only one person attends the seminar

office.

between P and Q. Two persons attend the seminar
between D and V.
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16. Which of the following person attends the

d) V

seminar between D and V?

e) R

a) W and T

19. Which of the following persons attend the

b) R and T

seminar immediately before R?

c) Q and R

a) P

d) N and Q

b) Q

e) None of these

c) D

17. How many persons attend the seminar between

d) T

Q and T?

e) None of these

a) One

20. Which of the following persons attends the

b) Two

seminar in January 16, if R attends the seminar

c) Three

before V?

d) Four

a) Q

e) None of these

b) D

18. Four of the following five are alike in a certain

c) P

way based on the above arrangement. Find which

d) W

one does not belongs to that group?

e) None of these

a) N
b) D
c) P

Directions (21-25): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.

21) How many such numbers are there in the above arrangement, each of which is immediately preceded by a
symbol and immediately followed by a Vowel?
a) One
b) Two
c) Three
d) Four
e) None
22) If all the Consonants are removed from the series, then which of the following element is fourth to the
right of the element which is eleventh from left end?
a) 3
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b) I
c) ®
d) β
e) None of these
23) Which of the following makes third element is exactly between first and second element?
a) 1#4
b) Z89
c) MTD
d) PX3
e) LE5
24) If all the Numbers are removed from the arrangement then which of the following element is exactly in
the middle?
a) V
b) ^
c) M
d) T
e) None of these
25) Four of the five among the following are similar in such a way to form a group, which one of the following
doesn‟t belongs to the group?
a) E∞T
b) BMI
c) D1X
d) 4Z9
e) $1J

Directions (26-30): Study the following information

K works in HCL with only one person, who likes lotus.

carefully to answer the given questions:

M likes Begonia but does not work in IBM. P and V

Eight persons M, L, K, N, T, R, P and V works in three

work in same company but not with M. T likes Daisy.

different company HCL, IBM and TCS. Each one of

R and N works in same company. L and the one who

them likes different flower Lily, Rose, Lotus, Begonia,

likes Lily works in the same company. The one who

Foxglove, Camellias, Daisy and Aster but not

likes Camellias and the one who likes foxglove works

necessarily in the same order. Not more than three

in the same company. Neither P nor V likes camellias.

persons work in same company.

P does not like Aster.
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26. Which of the following person likes Rose?

e) Both option (a) and option (b)

a) T

Directions (31-32): Study the following information

b) P

carefully to answer the given questions:

c) V

Eight persons belongs to a family consists of three

d) R

different generations. There are three married couples

e) None of these

in the family. P is the daughter–in–law of F and Mother

27. N likes which of the following flower?

in law of K. K has no siblings. R and X are Sister in

a) Lotus

law of K. M is the Father of G and Son of B. Each

b) Begonia

couple has at least one male child. B is married to F.

c) Rose

31) Who is the Father of X?

d) Camellias

a) M

e) Cannot be determined

b) B

28. If M is related to Begonia, P is related to Rose, in

c) F

the same way which of the following is related to

d) P

Lily?

e) G

a) L

32) Who is the grandfather of R?

b) K

a) F

c) M

b) P

d) R

c) K

e) None of these

d) B

29. Which of the following persons are work in

e) Either (a) or (d)

IBM?

33) If it is possible to make meaningful word with

a) K and L

the fifth, sixth, eighth, and Eleventh letters of the

b) M, R and N

word “Extradition” Which would be the third letter

c) M, R and L

of the word from right end? If more than one such

d) T, P and V

word can be formed give X as the answer. If no such

e) None of these

word can be formed, give Y as your answer.

30. If N likes camellias, then which of the following

a) A

person likes foxglove?

b) T

a) R

c) Y

b) The one who likes TCS

d) X

c) The one who likes HCL

e) D

d) The one who likes IBM
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34) How many pairs of Numbers are there in the

of students participated in cultural events to that of

Numbers “5728196” which have as many Numbers

those not participated in any events from college S is 9:

between them in the number as they have in the

41.

natural numbers (Both forward and backward)?

36) Find the percentage of students not participated

a) 3

in any cultural events from college S?

b) 4

a) 78 %

c) 5

b) 82 %

d) 2

c) 74 %

e) None

d) 86 %
e) 65 %

35) Find the Next element in the series

37) Find the ratio between the total number of

G7T

students participated in cultural events from college

K11P M13N __?___

a) J17Q

Q to that of college R, if the percentage of students

b) J19 O

not participated in cultural events from college Q

c) Q17J

and R is 88 % and 86 % respectively?

d) J19 Q

a) 11: 17

e) None of these

b) 23: 31
c) 44: 53

Numerical Ability
Directions (36 - 40): Study the following information
carefully and answer the given questions:
There are 5500 students studied in 5 different
colleges (P, Q, R, S and T). Some of those students
participated in cultural events. The ratio of total number
of students studied in college P to that of S is 5: 4.
Total number of students studied in college S is 50 %
more than the total number of students studied in
college T. Total number of students studied in college P
is 1500. The number of students studied in college Q is
100 less than the total number of students studied in
college R.
The

percentage

of

number

of

students

participated in cultural events from college P and T is

d) 38: 49
e) None of these
38) Total number of students studied in college P
and S together is what percentage of total number of
students studied in college Q and R together?
a) 135 %
b) 160 %
c) 105 %
d) 90 %
e) None of these
39) Find the sum of the total number of students
participated in cultural events from college P and
college S together?
a) 628

b) 554
20 % and 25 % respectively. The ratio of total number
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c) 592

equilateral triangle is 144√3 Sq cm. Find the

d) 516

circumference of the circle?

e) None of these

a) 616 Sq cm

40) Find the difference between the average number

b) 584 Sq cm

of students studied in college P, R and T together to

c) 572 Sq cm

that of the average number of students studied in

d) 638 Sq cm

college Q, R and S together?

e) None of these

a) 60

44) 4 years ago, the ratio of ages of Rajiv and Ganga

b) 50

is 4: 3. Vaishnavi is 8 years younger than Rajiv and

c) 40

2 years elder than Ganga. Find the sum of the

d) 30

present ages of Rajiv and Ganga?

e) None of these

a) 72 years

41) A dishonest seller marks the price of sugar 30%

b) 80 years

above the cost price and claims that he sells sugar at

c) 84 years

a discount of 20% but, he uses a measure of 800 gm

d) 78 years

instead of 1 Kg. Find his overall profit percent.

e) None of these

a) 15%

45) P, Q and R invested in the ratio of 8: 5: 7. After

b) 30%

5 months, Q invested the same amount as before but

c) 25%

P and R withdraw 3/8th and 4/7th of the initial

d) 20%

investment respectively. Find the share of R, if the

e) None of these

total profit at the end of the year is Rs. 101700?

42) If numerator of a fraction is increased by 3 and

a) Rs. 34600

denominator is increased by 2, the fraction becomes

b) Rs. 32400

4/5 and if numerator and denominator of the

c) Rs. 29500

fraction are decreased by 3, the fraction becomes

d) Rs. 26800

2/5. Find the reciprocal of the original fraction.

e) None of these

a) 8/5

46) A trader mixes two types of sugar varieties with

b) 3/7

a cost of Rs.35 and Rs.42. If he sells the mixture of

c) 5/8

Rs.44 at 10% profit, then in what ratio he mixes two

d) 7/3

types of sugar varieties?

e) None of these

a) 3: 7

43) The side of the equilateral triangle is 4 m less

b) 5: 9

than the diameter of the circle. The area of the

c) 2: 5
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d) 4: 11

a) 15.2 sec

e) None of these

b) 16.6 sec

47) P, Q and R can complete the whole work in 12

c) 18.8 sec

days. P starts the work and works for „x‟ days and

d) 13 sec

left while Q and R complete the remaining 3/7th of

e) None of these

the work in 9 days, then find the value of x?

Directions (51 - 55): What value should come in the

a) 16 days

place of question mark in the given questions?

b) 20 days

51) (3/11)*(1/3)*(5/7)*(42*1331) =?

c) 22 days

a) 3630

d) 18 days

b) 6540

e) None of these

c) 4530

48) A certain sum of money lent out at simple

d) 9807

interest amounts to Rs. 66600 in 4 years and Rs.

e) 1200

77400 in 6 years. Find the rate of interest per

52) (3/5) * 110 + (5/9) * 567 =?/4

annum?

a) 3249

a) 10 %

b) 1276

b) 12 %

c) 6549

c) 8 %

d) 1524

d) 15 %

e) 3241

e) None of these

53) (9/3) + (5/27) + (3/243) + (7/9) =? – 2/81

49) In a class 180 students, if the ratio of boys and

a) 3

girls in a class is 5: 4. If 44% of the boys and 35% of

b) 2

the girls are interested in sports, then find the % of

c) 9

students who are all not interested in sports?

d) 6

a) 50 %

e) 4

b) 40 %

54) 7634 + 84 * 21 – 16 * 23 - 612 =?

c) 65 %

a) 7382

d) 70 %

b) 5309

e) None of these

c) 3653

50) Two trains of length 240 m and 300 m, are

d) 6732

moving in same directions at 60 km/hr and 75

e) 6684

km/hr. Find the time in which the slower train to

55) 38 % of 350 + 400 % of 16 =? % of 50

cross faster train in seconds?

a) 394
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b) 416

Statement II: Simple interest rate 5%.

c) 358

a)Only I is sufficient

d) 312

b) Only II is sufficient

e) None of these

c) Both I and II are sufficient
d) Either I or II is sufficient

Directions (56 - 60): For each of the following

e) Neither I nor II is not sufficient

questions two statements are given. Use the data of
those statements and then determine which of the

59) Find the profit of B.

following statements is/are necessary to answer the

Statement I: The ratio of investment amount of A and
B is 3: 4.

question.
56) What is the present age of sonu?

Statement II: The ratio of period of investment is 2: 1.

Statement I: If the ratio of present age of sonu and her

a) Only I is sufficient

brother after three years is 4: 5.

b) Only II is sufficient

Statement II: The difference between the ages of sonu

c) Both I and II are sufficient

and her brother is 4.

d) Either I or II is sufficient

a) Only I is sufficient

e) Neither I nor II is not sufficient

b) Only II is sufficient

60) Find the time taken by the train B to cross 400

c) Both I and II are sufficient

m platform.

d) Either I or II is sufficient

Statement I: The speed and length of the train B are 50

e) None of these

kmph and 100 m respectively.

57) Find the curved surface area of cone.

Statement II: The speed and length of the train A are

Statement I: The ratio of the radius to the height of the

50 kmph and 100 m respectively and the ratio of the

cone is 7: 6.

length of train A to B is 1: 5.

Statement II: The slanting height of the cone is √85

a) Only I is sufficient
b) Only II is sufficient

cm.
a)Only I is sufficient

c) Both I and II are sufficient

b) Only II is sufficient

d) Either I or II is sufficient

c) Both I and II are sufficient

e) Neither I nor II is not sufficient

d) Either I or II is sufficient
e) None of these

Direction (61 - 65): What exact value should come in

58) Find the difference between simple and

place of question mark in the following questions?

compound interest on sum Rs.5000.

61) (?)2 – 64 = 391 ÷ 23 + 928 ÷ 29 – 192 ÷ 3

Statement I: Compound interest rate 10%.

a) 8
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b) 6

c) If x < y

c) 7

d) If x ≤ y

d) 5

e) If x = y or the relation cannot be established.

e) None of these

66)

62) 19 * 6 + 89 – 215 +? = 16 * √225

I) 2x2 - 7x – 15 = 0

a) 252

II) y2 - 8y + 16 = 0

b) 262

67)

c) 242

I) x2 - 11x + 24 = 0

d) 232

II) 3y2 - 8y + 5 = 0

e) None of these

68)

63) 32% of 150 * 12.5% of 184 =?% of 270 + 564

I) x2 + 19x + 90 = 0

a) 100

II) y2 + 17y + 72 = 0

b) 200

69)

c) 300

I) x2 - 21x + 54 = 0

d) 50

II) y2 – 14y + 40 = 0

e) None of these

70)

64) 144 * 36 ÷ 1296 = 4(?-5)

I) 3x2 - 19x – 14 = 0

a) 5

II) 2y2 + 5y + 3 = 0

b) 6

English Language

c) 7

Direction (71-75): Read the passage given below

d) 4

carefully and answer questions given below the

e) None of these

passage. Some words are highlighted for your

65) √361 * 4 - √49 * 6 – 189 =?2 - 159

attention.

a) 3

Scientists

b) 2

at

the Kerala Forest

Research

Institute

(KFRI), Peechi, have warned that recurring forest fire

c) 4

will lead to degradation of the ecosystem in forest

d) 1

areas, especially grasslands, of the State. According to

e) None of these
Directions (66 - 70): In the following questions, two
equations I and II are given. You have to solve both
the equations and give answer as,
a) If x > y

the data with the Forest and Wildlife Department,
1,056.72 ha of forestland had been devastated in 381
incidents of forest fire in the past four months.“Since
dried materials are needed as fuel, grasslands, scrub
jungle, dry deciduous and moist deciduous forests are

b) If x ≥ y

more susceptible to fire,” says K.A. Sreejith, scientist,
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Forest Ecology, KFRI, told The Hindu. He says

72. According to K.A. Sreejith, scientist, Forest

evergreen and shola forests generally escape the fire

Ecology, KFRI, what are more susceptible to fire?

due to high moisture content in soil and absence of fuel

a) grasslands

load. But in the grasslands, the impact will be mainly

b) scrub jungle

on soil which gets degraded and mineralogical

c) dry deciduous forests

transformation may occur, which is irreversible. It

d) most deciduous forests

decreases soil moisture and water holding capacity, that

e) all the abobe

will have a negative impact on hydrology, Dr. Sreejith,

73. What is the impact of the fire when the fuel load

who led a study, says. He says fire creates open spaces

is less?

in the grasslands and there will be an increase in soil

a) the fire will restrict as ground fire

nutrient content immediately, which will favour the

b) the fire will spread to the neighbouring dry areas.

growth of invasive species that will further degrades

c) the fire will be put off.

the system. The study indicates that the faunal diversity

d) the fire engine will come and put off the fire.

and density could not reach its original state even after

e) None of these

a couple of years of a forest fire. In natural conditions,

74. Choose the word which is most nearly the same

when the fuel load is less, the fire will restrict as ground

in meaning as the word “secure” printed in bold as

fire but additional fuel material, such as dry leaves,

used in the passage.

branches and fallen trees, may lead to surface fire.

a) bring up

71. What have the scientists at the Kerala Forest

b) postpone

Research Institute (KFRI) warned?

c) bring forward

a) Recurring forest fire will lead to degradation of the

d) damage

ecosystem in forest areas, especially wetlands, of the

e) leave

State

75. Choose the word which is most nearly the same

b) Forest fire will decrease soil moisture and water

in meaning as the word “Defer” printed in bold as

holding capacity, that will have a negative impact on

used in the passage.

hydrology,

a) bring up

c) Recurring forest fire will lead to degradation of the

b) postpone

ecosystem in forest areas, especially grasslands, of the

c) bring forward

State

d) damage

d) the impact will be mainly on soil which gets

e) leave

degraded and mineralogical transformation may occur,

76. Thermal power plants currently (A)/account of

which is irreversible

about (B)/three quarters of overall generation

e) None of these
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(C)/and about two thirds of its installed capacity. D/
No Error (E)

82. Workers of the Tamil Nadu Salt Corporation

a) A b) B c) C

d) D e) No Error

(TNSC) who had been on strike from November 1
(A)/ , pressing for a charter of demands including

77. The government had demonetized (A)/ currency

20 bonus, (B)/decide to end the 19 day long strike

note of 500 and 1000 denomination (B)/ on

and resume work from Tuesday (C)/after talks with

November 8, 2016, (C)/to checked black money. D/

the management on Monday D/. No Error (E)

No Error (E).

a) A b) B c) C d) D e) No Error

a) A b) B c) C

d) D e) No Error
Directions (83 to 87): In the following passage there

78. One of the objective of demonetisation (A)/was

are blanks, each of which has been numbered. These

to

members are printed below the passage and against

reduce

cash-economy

(B)/and

encourage

(C)/digital mode of payment. D/ No Error (E.)

each, five words are suggested, one of which fits the

a) A b) B c) C d) D e) No Error

blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate
words.

79. An public interest litigation petition filed (A)/
before Madurai Bench of Madras High Court (B)/

Nearly a year after doing away with the practice of -----

on

13---- reservation charts on trains, the Indian Railways

Friday

sought

(C)/a

direction

towards

maintenance of all dams. D/ No Error (E).

has upgraded the IRCTC portal ------14------passengers

a) A b) B c) C d) D e) No Error

to view reservation charts on line. The ------15---provision incorporated in the website and mobile

80. A low cost dialysis centre (A)/established under

version of the IRCTC will allow passengers to view

the joint initiative (B)/ of Karur Vysya Bank and

their seat -------16----of all trains across the country.

Rotary Foundation (C)/ is declared open in Karur

However, they will not able to view ----17--------names.

on Monday. D/ No Error (E).

83 .

a) A b) B c) C d)D e) No Error

a) paste
b) sticking

81. A city consumer forum have directed (A)/ a

c) pasting

clothing store to pay Rs 80,000 as compensation (B)/

d) showing

to a city customer after an expensive suit purchased

e) None of these

by him (C)/ for his wedding reception tore in front
of the guests. D/. No Error (E)_

84.

a) A b) B c) C d) D e) No Error

a) enabling
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b) making

clean energy account for at least 40 percent of its

c) helping

installed capacity by2030, up from 21.4 percent now,

d) moving

while looking to manage its energy----------- as its

e) None of these

population becomes more prosperous
a) release, hunger

85.

b) emissions, appetite

a) added

c) production, desire

b) additional

d) discharge, taste

c) supplementary
d) totalling

89. India will ----------- $5 billion of transmission line

e) None of these

lenders in phases, beginning g in June, to route a
targeted 175 gigawatts (GW) of power from ----------

86.

sources into the country’s grid by 2022, the secretary at

a) Place

the ministry of renewable energy said.

b) design

a) commence, repair

c) setting

b)open, mend

d) position

c) launch, renewable

e) None of these

d) start, replenish

87.

90. The World Glass Complex at Sriperumbudur, Saint

a) them

Gobain’s largest ---------------- in a single location

b) their

world wide is set to welcome the largest and most

c) her

advanced glass ---------- plant in India along with

d) theirs

advanced magnetron coater and glass solutions line.

e) None of these

a) speculation, making
b) asset, producing

Directions: (88-92) Each question below has two

c) savings, releasing

blanks, each blank indicating that something has

d) Investment, manufacturing

been omitted. Choose the set of words for each
blank that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a

91. On Friday morning, when security forces were -

whole.

-------- through Chameda, around 150 km from

88. India, the world’s third largest emitter of

Raipur, a group of Naxals opened fire on them,

greenhouse gases, has pledged to cut---------- and have
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leading to a gunfight, the official said and he added

94. Andhra Pradesh Cabinet Minister P. Narayana,

that Naxals fled when security forces ----------

whom owns the Narayana Group of institutions, also

.a) advancing, retaliated.

declared family assets of Rs 667 crore on Friday while

b) going ahead, reacted

filing nomination for the state Assembly from Nellore

c) proceed, got back

constituency.

d) progress, hit back

a) to whom own
b) whom owns

92. Having more women involved in governing

c) whom owns

bodies that make decisions about land management

d) who owns

can help boost -------- as well as help ---------

e) No correction required

deforestation and greenhouse gas emissions.

95. India, which receives twice much sunshine as

a) maintenance, decrease

European countries, wants to make solar central to its

b) Conservation, reduce

renewable expansion as part of the fight against climate

c) protection, cut

change.

d)preservation, lessen

a) as sunshine as
b) as much sunshine

Instructions:

(93-97) : Which of the phrases

1,2,3,and 4, given

below each sentence should

c) as much sunshine as
d) as more sunshine as

replace the word / phrase printed in bold in the

e) No correction required

sentence to make it grammatically correct? If the

96.The Railways have been gradually converting its

sentence is correct as it is given and no correction is

traditional coaches made by Integra Coach Factory to

required, mark 5 as the answer.

LHB coaches, mainly due .

93. Konda Vishweshwar Reddy, the Congress party

a) has been gradually converting

candidate from Telangana's Chevella Lok Sabha

b) have been gradually convert

constituency, has declared family assets worth Rs 895

c) had been gradually converting

crore, make him the richest politician in both the

d) have to be gradually converting

Telugu states.

e) No correction required

a) to make him

97. Fed up with being portrayed negatively in films ,

b) making him

fishermen have written to the Kasimedu Fishing

c) have made him

Harbour Management Committee, asking it not to

d) makes him

allow film shoots inside the harbour.

e) No correction required

a) to allow
b) to not allow
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c) no to allow

99. Computer provides for a vast world of resources

d) not to allowed

which is very help in education.

e) No correction required

a) very helped

Instruction: (98-100) Which of the following phrases

b) very helping

a, b, c, d given below in the statement should replace

c) very helpful

the phrase printed in bold in the sentence to make it

d) very nice

grammatically correct? If the sentence is correct as

e) None of these

it is given and „No Correction is required „, mark 5

100. Scientists are exploring the innate weed killing

as the answer.

powers on organisms, primarily insects and micro

98. A fountain pen is a nib pen those contains an

organisms.

internal tube or hollow space for filling ink.

a) powerful of

a) it contains

b) powers of

b) that contained

c) powers over

c) that contains

d) powers

d) whose contain

e) None of these

e) None of these
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